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Materials List 
The following list is for the workshops, and the quantities listed are for two 
people. For classroom use, fewer materials might be necessary for groups of 
three or four students.

● Two balloons

●  Two rubber bands

●  Two magnets (any kind)

●  One battery (any kind)

●  One match

●  Two short lengths of string 

●  One long (30–60cm) length of 
string

●  Two metal washers

●  Three marbles (same size and 
weight)

●  One ruler with groove down the 
middle

●  One bicycle wheel 

●  One paper cup cut in half length-
wise

●  Two sections of Hot W heels track 
with connector

●  One index card

●  One pair of scissors

●  Two sewing machine bobbins 
(metal) or two plastic pulleys 
(from science supply outlet)

●  One set of plastic gears (not crucial, 
but nice to have if available)

●  One alcohol thermometer

●  One empty plastic 1-litre or 2-litre 
bottle

●  One bimetallic strip (not crucial; 
available through science supply 
outlet)

●  One business card

●  Crayon shavings

●  One votive candle

●  One sheet of white construction 
paper 

●  One sheet of black construction 
paper

●  One table lamp

●  One 3.5m length of insulated bell 
wire

●  One magnetic compass

●  One toilet paper tube

●  One quality bar magnet
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Chapter  
1

nergy is such a common idea that it might seem silly to have a chapter 
that’s all about recognising it. After all, we talk about energy all the time. 
Should you buy energy-effi  cient windows? The country needs an energy E

Recognising Energy

policy. That little kid at the store who’s 
screaming at the top of her lungs sure has 
a lot of energy. Chocolate bars are good for 
an energy boost. Close the fridge; you’re 
wasting energy!

 We use the word energy a lot, but can 
you come up with a quick and easy defi ni-
tion that you didn’t fi nd in a textbook? Can 
you hold energy in your hands?

Things to do before you read 

the science stuff
To help you with the little dilemma I just 
posed, I want you to do the following 
things. Some are actual activities and some 
are questions to answer. If you spend a bit 
of time on these, then the section that fol-
lows will make more sense.

● Roll a marble or ball across the fl oor. 
Does this marble have energy while it’s 
rolling? How do you know?

● Does the wind have energy? How do 
you know?

● Clap your hands. Any energy present 
when you do that? 
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● Take your marble or ball and put it on the fl oor, at rest. Now pick it up and 
put it on a table. Push it off  the table so it falls back to the fl oor. In which of 
these situations (on the fl oor, on the table, falling to the fl oor) did the ball 
have energy? Did it have more energy in one situation than in another?

● Grab a couple of small magnets. Refrigerator magnets will do if you don’t 

Figure 1.1

Figure 1.2

have anything else lying around 
(tell the kids you’ll put their art-
work back when you’re done). 
Place the magnets next to each 
other so they stick together. Now 
pull them apart just a tiny bit 
(about a centimetre). Let go, and 
they should jump back together 
(Figure 1.2). 

  In which of the three situations 
(stuck together, pulled apart, 
jumping back together) did the 
magnets have energy? Any more 
energy in one situation than in 
another?

● Hold an unlit match in your 
hand. Does the match have 
energy? Strike the match. Any 
energy now? How do you know?

● Does a battery have energy? Does 
the Sun have energy? In both 
cases, how do you know? 

● Hold an unstretched rubber band in your hand. Does it have any energy? 
Now stretch the rubber band. Any energy now? 
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The science stuff
Now that you’ve done all those things, I can reveal that 
most of the questions in the previous section were trick 
questions. Everything I listed had energy. If that doesn’t 
fi t with your answers, be patient and I’ll address all the 
situations by the end of this section. We’ll start with the 
most obvious, though.

 Anything that’s moving has a special kind of energy 
known as “moving energy”. To make that sound less silly 
and more sophisticated, physicists use a derivation of 
the Greek word kinetikos (which not surprisingly means 
“moving”) and call this kind of energy kinetic energy. 
Later on, we’ll fi gure out how to calculate the kinetic 
energy of something. For now, just know that a rolling 
ball, a falling ball, a running dog, two magnets heading 
towards each other and anything else in motion, all have 
kinetic energy. 

Topic: potential energy

Go to: www.sciLINKS.org

Code: SFE03

Topic: energy

Go to: www.sciLINKS.org

Code: SFE01

Topic: kinetic energy

Go to: www.sciLINKS.org

Code: SFE02

Figure 1.3 What about the wind? Does it have kinetic 
energy? Sure, as long as you believe in that invis-
ible stuff  called air. Wind is nothing but moving air.

 On to the next kind of energy. Chances are 
you said a stretched rubber band has energy. How 
do you know? Because when you let go of it, it 
snaps back into place and perchance fl ies away 
and hits a bystander, who feels the result of that 
energy. By the same token, the two magnets, when 
pulled apart, have energy. You know this because 
they jump back together when you let go. The 
energy these things have is an energy of relative 
position (the position of one object compared to 
the position of another object) or shape. The rub-
ber band has energy because it’s stretched rather 
than relaxed. The magnets have energy because 
they’re apart rather than together. 

 When something, or a group of things, has 
energy simply because of relative position or 
shape, it’s known as potential energy. Showing 
remarkable consistency, physicists chose this 
name because, like kinetic energy, it’s derived 
from a Greek word. Ummm, okay, no they didn’t. 
The word potential actually comes from a Latin 
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Figure 1.5

word, but the meaning sort of fi ts. If someone has potential, they have the 
ability to do something, even if they never get around to doing it. A stretched 
rubber band has potential energy and thus the ability to do something, which 
is to snap back into place if you let go. Two separated magnets have potential 
energy and the ability to jump back together when you let them go. 

 Of course, the “ability to do something” isn’t associated only with potential 
energy. A rock with kinetic energy has the ability to break a window, and a roller 
coaster with kinetic energy has the ability to turn your knuckles white. (Okay, 
strike that last one. Actual energy considerations with roller coasters coming 
up in Chapter 2.)

 How about when you lift a ball and place it on a table? Does the ball have 
potential energy once it’s on the table? Yes and no. You did create a situation 
where the ball had the ability to fall to the fl oor if knocked off  the table, but that 
potential energy was created not just in the ball but in the ball and the Earth! 
You see, the reason the ball falls is because there’s a force of gravity between the 
Earth and the ball. If the Earth weren’t around, the ball wouldn’t fall from the 
table to the fl oor. So the potential 
energy resides in the pair, Earth 
plus ball, just as the potential en-
ergy of separated magnets lies in 
the pair of magnets and not just 
in one of them. 

 A quick review before we 
move on. We’ve identifi ed two 
kinds of energy. The fi rst is ki-
netic energy, which is energy of 
motion. The second is potential energy, 
which is the energy two or more things 
have due to their relative position or 
shape. One caution regarding potential 
energy. Some books will refer to potential 
energy as “stored energy”. It makes sense, 
because things that have potential energy 
and no kinetic energy are not moving, so 
the energy must be “stored”. However, 
not all energy that is stored is potential 
energy. Imagine holding a bicycle just off  
the ground with its wheels spinning away 
(Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.4
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Figure 1.6

1 Actually, the sun has a wee bit more energy than a big match. There are nuclear reactions (yep, 
like hydrogen bombs) taking place inside the sun, so you could say the sun has nuclear energy.

 What will happen if you 
drop this bike to the ground? 
Well, it will probably fall 
over but before it does that 
it should move forward a 
bit, exhibiting kinetic energy 
(Figure 1.6).

 It wouldn’t be too far-
fetched to say that the bike 
had “stored energy” when 
it was off  the ground with 
its wheels spinning. That 
kinetic energy (spinning 
wheels) isn’t accomplishing anything, it’s just there. You can think of it as stored 
energy. What this means is that, although all potential energy can be thought 
of as stored energy, not all stored energy is potential energy. 

 All right, let’s press on to all those other things I had you do. Start with 
clapping hands. Any energy? Well sure, your hands have kinetic energy while 
they’re coming together, but there’s also sound. Does sound have energy? It 
might not be obvious but yes, sound is a form of energy. If there wasn’t any 
energy in sound, how could it cause your eardrum to move? 

 I’m betting you said the lit match had energy. After all, you can feel the heat 
from it. You could call that heat energy, but I’m going to suggest a diff erent term: 
thermal energy. There’s a reason for making that distinction and it has to do 
with a specifi c defi nition of what heat is. I’ll cover that in a later chapter. If you 
think a lit match has energy, then you probably also think the sun has energy 
(like a big match).1 How about an unlit match? If an unlit match doesn’t have 
energy, how do you get fi re from it? Certainly all that energy of the fi re doesn’t 
come from just striking it. Otherwise any piece of wood would catch fi re when 
you strike it. The key with an unlit match is that it has a specifi c arrangement 
of chemicals in the tip. We call that arrangement chemical energy. And while 
we’re talking about chemical energy, that’s what’s in a battery (as long as it’s 
not dead). A specifi c arrangement of chemicals inside the battery gives it its 
energy.

 By now you might get the idea that we could go on naming diff erent kinds 
of energy forever. Maybe we can’t go on forever but we can name many diff erent 
kinds of energy: elastic energy, thermal energy, radiant energy, electrical energy, © H
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Glossary

bimetallic strip. A strip made of two different kinds of metal. Because 
diff erent metals expand and contract diff erent amounts when their temperature 
changes, a bimetallic strip bends and straightens with changes in tempera-
ture. Bimetallic strips are an important component of dial thermometers and 
thermostats.

block and tackle. An arrangement of fi xed and moving pulleys, combined with 
rope or wire, which enables one to lift very heavy objects with a small input force. 

conduction. The transfer of heat as a result of direct contact between the mol-
ecules of diff erent substances. 

convection. The transfer of heat through the mixing of molecules of diff erent 
temperatures. This transfer often takes place in a circular path known as a 
convection cell.

conservation of energy. A principle stating that in a closed system, the total 
amount of energy remains constant.

effi  ciency. The work output of a machine, divided by the work input to the ma-
chine, multiplied by 100%. This is a measure of how much energy is “wasted” 
in the operation of a machine. Also something about which government agen-
cies know very little.

energy. An abstract concept that is diffi  cult to defi ne concisely. One defi nition is 
that energy is “the ability to do work”. Another is “what an object gains when 
work is done on it”. Still a third is that energy is “the quantity that is conserved 
in the principle of conservation of energy”.

fi rst law of thermodynamics. A statement of conservation of energy as it applies 
to the process of adding heat to or removing heat from a system. In symbolic 
form, it is Q = ΔU + W, where Q is the heat added to a system, ΔU is the change 
in internal energy of the system and W is the work done by the system.

force. A push, pull, hit, nudge, bump or  whack.

fulcrum. The point about which a lever rotates. Most simple levers or combina-
tions of levers, such as pliers, scissors and bottle openers, have a fi xed fulcrum. 
Others, such as a crowbar, have diff erent fulcrum positions for diff erent ap-
plications.
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gravitational potential energy. The potential energy contained in the combined 
system of an object and the Earth by virtue of the separation between the object 
and the Earth’s surface. The expression for gravitational potential energy when 
the object is near the Earth’s surface is mgh, where m is the mass of the object, g 
is a number equal to 9.8 metres per second per second and h is the distance the 
object is above some arbitrary reference level. For objects not near the Earth’s 
surface, there is a more general expression for gravitational potential energy, 
which involves the separation between the object and the center of the Earth.

greenhouse eff ect. A name given to the process in which radiation enters through 
a barrier (e.g. glass or clouds) and is then reradiated in a form that cannot pass 
back through the original barrier. This process results in the trapping of heat 
radiation and the warming of the area inside the barrier. Interestingly enough, 
greenhouses do not rely on the greenhouse eff ect as a primary means of staying 
warm in cold weather.

heat. A quantity of energy transferred from one system to another because of 
temperature diff erences. Heat gained or lost by a system tends to change the 
internal energy of the system.

internal energy. The total of all the kinetic and potential energy contained in a 
system. This is also known as thermal energy.

joule. The unit in which energy is measured in the Système Internationale (SI) 
system of units. 

kinetic energy. The energy something has because it is in motion. This energy 
is often separated into translational (linear) kinetic energy and rotational kinetic 
energy. The kinetic energy of something moving but not rotating is given by 
½mv2, where m is the mass of the object and v is the velocity of the object.

kinetic theory of gases. A scientifi c model for how the molecules in a gas move 
and interact with one another. The model states that the motion of the molecules 
is random, and that no energy is “lost” when the molecules collide with one 
another and with their surroundings.

lever. A simple machine that consists of a straight piece of solid material that’s 
free to rotate about a point called the fulcrum. Depending on where the fulcrum 
is, a lever can output a larger or a smaller force than the force you apply to it.

perpetual motion machine. A machine that operates continuously without 
any input of energy. Such a machine would violate conservation of energy. Not 
surprisingly, no one has ever successfully built one of these. No doubt you can 
fi nd many people claiming to have built a perpetual motion machine with a 
quick search on the internet.

potential energy. The energy an object or group of objects has by virtue of the 
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